
 

 

 

 

Friday 9th October 

We have had a busy week in Waveney Class.  Our theme story this week was The Three 
Billy Goats Gruff. We read the story up to the part where the big Billy goat goes on to 
the bridge and the children had to predict the ending of the story – with lots of 
imaginative ideas! The children painted a troll and described him using adjectives, and 
they used watercolours to paint bridge scenes. They also had a go at writing in a 
speech bubble what the troll said in the story. They made bridges using a wide variety 
of resources. In PE, they climbed under, over and through the wall bars – lots of the 
children did this with confidence and enjoyed the challenge of going a little higher. We 
also made bridges over obstacles outside.  
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In maths, we investigated number 5 and linked it to birthday candles. We made 5 in a variety of ways, including 
Numicon and coins. We looked at 3D shapes with 5 surfaces – square-based pyramid and triangular prism. We 
looked at number lines and filled in missing numbers. 

We have been working on blending and segmenting sounds aurally and verbally, as well 
as phonic awareness activities, such as rhyming in order to prepare for beginning Phase 
2 Phonics.  

Reminder! Afternoon snack should be fruit, vegetables or dried fruit. Perhaps your 
child might like to try some different fruits or vegetables, such as blueberries, 
chopped up peppers, sultanas, sugar-snap peas, sweetcorn or melon. 

Well done to Oliver Burroughs who is Waveney Class’s Star of the week! He 
has worked hard on lots of activities and made a fantastic story box of the 
Three Billy Goats Gruff.  

Have a super weekend! 

Waveney Class Team 

 

Home Learning 

Nursery Find something that is each colour of the rainbow and name the item and the colour? 
Paint or collage a rainbow. 

Reception What technology have you got at home? Can you explain how to use it? (This includes 
mechanical toys, as well as a camera, tv, laptop, tablet, phone). 

KS1 Build a structure using a variety of everyday materials? Can you explain why you chose 
particular materials? Can you say how you could improve it? 

 


